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El artista tucumano que brilla en Europa con sus

hornos de barro

Gabriel Chaile los esculpe con ojos, bocas y narices. Hijo de padres analfabetos, dice que su arte es una

búsqueda de los orígenes.

Empecemos por la pregunta sobre cómo empezó todo. Gabriel

Chaile responde: “Empezó en Tucumán, vinculándome con

las imágenes”. Chaile es escultor de hornos de barro –que no

son sólo hornos, sino retratos, sino aves–, obras que impactan

a los críticos influyentes de Europa y se exponen en Nueva

York. Tal es su presente.
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On View (https://news.artnet.com/art-world/exhibitions/on-view)

In Pictures: See Highlights of the New
Museum’s Very Subtle New Triennial, Filled
With Raw, Barely-Finished-Looking Art
Take a peek inside "Soft Water Hard Stone."

Detail of Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, waves move bile (2020). Photo by Ben Davis.

Ben Davis (https://news.artnet.com/about/ben-davis-93), October 28, 2021

The title of this year’s New Museum triennial is “Soft Water Hard

Stone. (https://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/2021-triennial-

soft-water-hard-stone)” It’s a moniker that alludes to the natural

world, to folk wisdom, and to the kind of quiet, insistent force that

makes change over time—the idea being that even something as

pliant as a soft current of water, over time, has an effect.

Curated by Margot Norton and Jamillah James, with the assistance

of Jeanette Bisschops, the resulting show does indeed land gently.

It’s a show of a lot of things that either lay on the ground or look like
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they were just picked up off the ground, and things that vaguely

evoke a ruin. It is all washed-out colors and neutrals and graphite

grays. It has a cool emotional tone (though not a cold one).

There are almost no big, central images—it’s a lot of things you have

to look at like puzzles, for details. Even the big things and the

figurative work feel faceless and diffuse somehow. The mental

afterimage the show leaves is of a lot of people standing with their

backs to you, talking in low tones.

It offers plenty to think about. As I put together my own thoughts on

it, here are some photos of the show, so you can get a taste for

yourself.

 

4th Floor

Cynthia Daignault, As I Lay Dying (2021) and Gabriel Chaile, Mamá Luchona
(2021) in the New Museum Triennial. Photo by Ben Davis.

Tanya Lukin Linklater, An Amplification Through Many Minds (2019). Photo by
Ben Davis.
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CRITIC’S PICK

A grab bag of forms and styles, the 2021 Triennial is that rare thing, a big contemporary survey with a cohesive mood.

By Holland Cotter

Nov. 4, 2021

The New Museum’s fifth Triennial exhibition, titled “Soft Water Hard Stone,” is largely a product of lockdown. Much of the

work by 40 international artists and collectives was made during the past two pandemic-strapped years. And it has, overall, a

hoarded, shut-in feel. Colors are muted. Materials are scrappy, unpretty. (Concrete turns up a lot). Scale is generally small,

and of the few monumental pieces, most are sculptures or installations in break-downable formats.

Certain themes recur: impermanence, erosion, disease, survival. Political vibes are buzzing everywhere, but are rarely

instantly readable as such. The eye-candy suavity found in the heavily marketed current wave of figure painting seen  a lot in

galleries finds no place here. Nor, for that matter, does any other single “look.” Yet, despite being a grab bag of forms and

styles, the 2021 Triennial is that rare thing, a big contemporary survey — it fills three floors of the museum, plus its lobby —

with a cohesive texture and mood.

The exhibition’s theme is adapted from a Brazilian proverb “Soft water on hard stone hits until it bores a hole” (“Água mole

em pedra dura, tanto bate até que fura”). That piece of pop wisdom — the notion that persistent pressure eventually wears

down resistance and creates change — is, of course, a staple of many cultures. And the show supplies a range of visual

matches for it.

“Machine #4: Stone (Ground),” a kinetic sculpture by the Brazilia…

The most direct and concise of them, a 2017 kinetic sculpture by the Rio de Janeiro-based artist Gabriela Mureb, is just off the

elevator on the museum’s fourth floor. Titled “Machine #4: Stone (Ground),” it has two components: a plain upright rock, and

a motorized metal rod that rhythmically rams the stone’s surface. At every blow, the rock tilts slightly backward, then

resumes its balance, ready for the next hit. The sound of repeated impact, steady as a heartbeat, sounds through the gallery.

New Museum Triennial Explores the Hidden Strengths of

Soft Power

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/04/arts/design/new-museum-triennial-review.html
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Daignault is one of several artists who use art to chip away at historical lies and silences. A towering clay sculpture by

Gabriel Chaile is a celebration of the still-living vitality of precolonial Indigenous cultures of his native country of Argentina.

In a video by Tanya Lukin Linklater, an artist of Native American descent now living in Canada, we accompany her on a tour

of Indigenous art locked in storage in an ethnology museum, then move on to watch a dance, inspired by that art, that she has

choreographed.

And in an installation that is one of the show’s highlights, the Korean-born Los Angeles artist Kang Seung Lee commemorates

and channels, though drawings, embroideries and found objects, three figures from gay history: the San Francisco politician

Harvey Milk (1930-1978), the British filmmaker Derek Jarman (1942-1994), and the Korean artist and activist Oh Joon-soo

(1964-1998). Of the three, Oh is the least familiar in this part of the world, but his story as an AIDS activist in Korea before his

death from the disease at 34, is a valiant and moving one, and should be better known.

Given that the Triennial was assembled during the height of the pandemic, it’s inevitable that certain work will be viewed,

accurately or not, through the lens of pathology. Such is the case with the tumorous furniture sculptures of Brandon Ndife;

the spiky, viral-looking ceramic wall pieces by Erin Jane Nelson; and Jes Fan’s networks of transparent tubes holding black

mold spores.

Even more pervasive than actual infection at the height of Covid, though, was the sense of disorientation and instability

caused by fear of it, and the show captures that. A shambolic installation by Krista Clark, an artist based in Atlanta, includes a

caution-orange pup tent pitched vertically on a concrete slab propped against a gallery wall. In a low-rise floor piece by the

An installation by the Korean-born Los Angeles artist Kang Seung Lee commemorates and channels,
though drawings, embroideries, and found objects, three figures from gay history. Charlie Rubin for The New
York Times

Most of the artists in the show — organized by Margot Norton, a curator at the New Museum, and Jamillah James, senior

curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles — take a less literal approach to the dynamic of transformation,

focusing their attention on the broader, often less tangible pressures exerted on the world by time, nature and human

intervention. And in their work, they demonstrate the many ways art can, through soft-power pressures of its own, add

information, shape thinking and prevent loss.

A majestic seven-panel oil painting titled “As I Lay Dying,” by the Baltimore-based Cynthia Daignault, looks, at a glance, like

a straightforward image of trees in a landscape, done in ghostly tones of gray. The trees, however, have a specific identity.

They’re so-called witness trees, of a kind that have survived in the American South from before the Civil War into the 21st

century.

On the one hand, Daignault’s arboreal group portrait is a preservative document: In it, the witness trees will live on. But it’s

also a complex political statement. It’s a reminder that, with climate change, the longevity these trees represent may be a

thing of the past, and that the national trauma they lived through almost a century and a half ago is still, in fact, alive.

“Mamá Luchona" (2021), a towering clay sculpture by Gabriel Chaile; on the wall, Cynthia Daignault’s
seven-panel oil painting, “As I Lay Dying,” 2021. Charlie Rubin for The New York Times
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Abo Kolumne Hans Ulrich Obrist

Der schönste Ofen der Welt
Es gibt Kunst, die sich auch im Alltag ganz nützlich macht.

Hans Ulrich Obrist (Das Magazin)
Publiziert: 11.12.2020, 10:00
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«Lluvia, Vapor y Velocidad» (Regen, Dampf und Geschwindigkeit) lautet der Name dieser Installation von Gabriel Chaile aus
dem Jahr 2019.
Foto: Andrea Rossetti, Courtesy of ChertLüdde, Berlin and Heni Artists Agency, London

Vor kurzem wurde ich gefragt, ob ich den argentinischen Künstler

Gabriel Chaile auf Spanisch interviewen möchte. Ich habe spontan

zugesagt, wohl wissend, wie das enden wird. Denn mit dem Spanischen

ist es bei mir so: Ich habe es in der Schule gelernt und kontinuierlich

gepflegt; ich spreche also Spanisch. Wenn ich dann allerdings ein

Gespräch beginne, merke ich jedes Mal, dass ich es doch nicht spreche.

Wie das? Das liegt daran, dass ich unfähig bin, sowohl gut Italienisch als

auch gut Spanisch zu sprechen. Jeder spanische Satz führt zu einem

Gerangel in meinem Kopf, bei dem die spanische gegen die italienische

Seite kämpft – und verliert.

Doch muss alles immer entweder das eine oder das andere sein? Ist es

nicht vielleicht auch in Ordnung, dass ein Satz sowohl italienisch als

auch spanisch ist – so wie, zum Beispiel, ein Objekt sowohl ein

Kunstwerk als auch ein Ofen sein kann?

Darum ging es nämlich in dem Gespräch, das ich mit Gabriel Chaile

führte. Chaile erschafft Installationen, meist aus einfachen Materialien

wie Ziegeln und Lehm oder aus gefundenen Gegenständen, in einem Fall

waren das sogar Eier. Seine Formensprache orientiert sich an den

Artefakten der präkolumbischen Zeit, an Totems und Talismanen, und

sie ist inspiriert von den Objekten der indigenen Bevölkerung seiner

Heimatregion Tucumán.

Chailes bekannteste Werkreihe ist eine Serie von Lehmgebilden, die

einerseits als eigenständige Kunstwerke ihren skulpturalen Wert haben,

andererseits aber auch einen praktischen Nutzen: Sie sind Öfen. An der

Art Basel Buenos Aires vor zwei Jahren, wo Chaile erstmals einem

grösseren internationalen Publikum bekannt wurde, zeigte er diese

W E I T E R  N A C H  D E R  W E R B U N G
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Ofenskulpturen, und ich kann mich gut an die Empanadas erinnern, die

darin gebacken wurden.

Chaile geht es nicht darum, ein kunsttheoretisches Statement abzugeben

– so wie Marcel Duchamp mit seinen Readymades. Er sieht seine Objekte

als soziale Skulpturen, als Kunst, welche die Gesellschaft reflektiert, aber

vielleicht auch heilt. Dazu gehören die nachhaltigen Materialien, die er

verwendet; dazu gehört aber auch die Funktionalität seiner

Gegenstände. Ein Kunstwerk als wärmender, nährender Ofen, um den

sich die Gemeinschaft versammelt – gibt es ein schöneres Bild für den

Wert der Kunst in Corona-Zeiten?

Gabriel Chaile wird im kommenden Januar bei den Engadin Art Talks zu erleben sein:
engadin-art-talks.ch

Hans Ulrich Obrist ist künstlerischer Direktor der Serpentine Galleries in London.
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On View (https://news.artnet.com/art-world/exhibitions/on-view)

In Pictures: See Highlights of the New
Museum’s Very Subtle New Triennial, Filled
With Raw, Barely-Finished-Looking Art
Take a peek inside "Soft Water Hard Stone."

Detail of Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, waves move bile (2020). Photo by Ben Davis.

Ben Davis (https://news.artnet.com/about/ben-davis-93), October 28, 2021

The title of this year’s New Museum triennial is “Soft Water Hard

Stone. (https://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/2021-triennial-

soft-water-hard-stone)” It’s a moniker that alludes to the natural

world, to folk wisdom, and to the kind of quiet, insistent force that

makes change over time—the idea being that even something as

pliant as a soft current of water, over time, has an effect.

Curated by Margot Norton and Jamillah James, with the assistance

of Jeanette Bisschops, the resulting show does indeed land gently.

It’s a show of a lot of things that either lay on the ground or look like
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they were just picked up off the ground, and things that vaguely

evoke a ruin. It is all washed-out colors and neutrals and graphite

grays. It has a cool emotional tone (though not a cold one).

There are almost no big, central images—it’s a lot of things you have

to look at like puzzles, for details. Even the big things and the

figurative work feel faceless and diffuse somehow. The mental

afterimage the show leaves is of a lot of people standing with their

backs to you, talking in low tones.

It offers plenty to think about. As I put together my own thoughts on

it, here are some photos of the show, so you can get a taste for

yourself.

 

4th Floor

Cynthia Daignault, As I Lay Dying (2021) and Gabriel Chaile, Mamá Luchona
(2021) in the New Museum Triennial. Photo by Ben Davis.

Tanya Lukin Linklater, An Amplification Through Many Minds (2019). Photo by
Ben Davis.
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CRITIC’S PICK

A grab bag of forms and styles, the 2021 Triennial is that rare thing, a big contemporary survey with a cohesive mood.

By Holland Cotter

Nov. 4, 2021

The New Museum’s fifth Triennial exhibition, titled “Soft Water Hard Stone,” is largely a product of lockdown. Much of the

work by 40 international artists and collectives was made during the past two pandemic-strapped years. And it has, overall, a

hoarded, shut-in feel. Colors are muted. Materials are scrappy, unpretty. (Concrete turns up a lot). Scale is generally small,

and of the few monumental pieces, most are sculptures or installations in break-downable formats.

Certain themes recur: impermanence, erosion, disease, survival. Political vibes are buzzing everywhere, but are rarely

instantly readable as such. The eye-candy suavity found in the heavily marketed current wave of figure painting seen  a lot in

galleries finds no place here. Nor, for that matter, does any other single “look.” Yet, despite being a grab bag of forms and

styles, the 2021 Triennial is that rare thing, a big contemporary survey — it fills three floors of the museum, plus its lobby —

with a cohesive texture and mood.

The exhibition’s theme is adapted from a Brazilian proverb “Soft water on hard stone hits until it bores a hole” (“Água mole

em pedra dura, tanto bate até que fura”). That piece of pop wisdom — the notion that persistent pressure eventually wears

down resistance and creates change — is, of course, a staple of many cultures. And the show supplies a range of visual

matches for it.

“Machine #4: Stone (Ground),” a kinetic sculpture by the Brazilia…

The most direct and concise of them, a 2017 kinetic sculpture by the Rio de Janeiro-based artist Gabriela Mureb, is just off the

elevator on the museum’s fourth floor. Titled “Machine #4: Stone (Ground),” it has two components: a plain upright rock, and

a motorized metal rod that rhythmically rams the stone’s surface. At every blow, the rock tilts slightly backward, then

resumes its balance, ready for the next hit. The sound of repeated impact, steady as a heartbeat, sounds through the gallery.

New Museum Triennial Explores the Hidden Strengths of

Soft Power

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/04/arts/design/new-museum-triennial-review.html
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Daignault is one of several artists who use art to chip away at historical lies and silences. A towering clay sculpture by

Gabriel Chaile is a celebration of the still-living vitality of precolonial Indigenous cultures of his native country of Argentina.

In a video by Tanya Lukin Linklater, an artist of Native American descent now living in Canada, we accompany her on a tour

of Indigenous art locked in storage in an ethnology museum, then move on to watch a dance, inspired by that art, that she has

choreographed.

And in an installation that is one of the show’s highlights, the Korean-born Los Angeles artist Kang Seung Lee commemorates

and channels, though drawings, embroideries and found objects, three figures from gay history: the San Francisco politician

Harvey Milk (1930-1978), the British filmmaker Derek Jarman (1942-1994), and the Korean artist and activist Oh Joon-soo

(1964-1998). Of the three, Oh is the least familiar in this part of the world, but his story as an AIDS activist in Korea before his

death from the disease at 34, is a valiant and moving one, and should be better known.

Given that the Triennial was assembled during the height of the pandemic, it’s inevitable that certain work will be viewed,

accurately or not, through the lens of pathology. Such is the case with the tumorous furniture sculptures of Brandon Ndife;

the spiky, viral-looking ceramic wall pieces by Erin Jane Nelson; and Jes Fan’s networks of transparent tubes holding black

mold spores.

Even more pervasive than actual infection at the height of Covid, though, was the sense of disorientation and instability

caused by fear of it, and the show captures that. A shambolic installation by Krista Clark, an artist based in Atlanta, includes a

caution-orange pup tent pitched vertically on a concrete slab propped against a gallery wall. In a low-rise floor piece by the

An installation by the Korean-born Los Angeles artist Kang Seung Lee commemorates and channels,
though drawings, embroideries, and found objects, three figures from gay history. Charlie Rubin for The New
York Times

Most of the artists in the show — organized by Margot Norton, a curator at the New Museum, and Jamillah James, senior

curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles — take a less literal approach to the dynamic of transformation,

focusing their attention on the broader, often less tangible pressures exerted on the world by time, nature and human

intervention. And in their work, they demonstrate the many ways art can, through soft-power pressures of its own, add

information, shape thinking and prevent loss.

A majestic seven-panel oil painting titled “As I Lay Dying,” by the Baltimore-based Cynthia Daignault, looks, at a glance, like

a straightforward image of trees in a landscape, done in ghostly tones of gray. The trees, however, have a specific identity.

They’re so-called witness trees, of a kind that have survived in the American South from before the Civil War into the 21st

century.

On the one hand, Daignault’s arboreal group portrait is a preservative document: In it, the witness trees will live on. But it’s

also a complex political statement. It’s a reminder that, with climate change, the longevity these trees represent may be a

thing of the past, and that the national trauma they lived through almost a century and a half ago is still, in fact, alive.

“Mamá Luchona" (2021), a towering clay sculpture by Gabriel Chaile; on the wall, Cynthia Daignault’s
seven-panel oil painting, “As I Lay Dying,” 2021. Charlie Rubin for The New York Times
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Der schönste Ofen der Welt
Es gibt Kunst, die sich auch im Alltag ganz nützlich macht.
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«Lluvia, Vapor y Velocidad» (Regen, Dampf und Geschwindigkeit) lautet der Name dieser Installation von Gabriel Chaile aus
dem Jahr 2019.
Foto: Andrea Rossetti, Courtesy of ChertLüdde, Berlin and Heni Artists Agency, London

Vor kurzem wurde ich gefragt, ob ich den argentinischen Künstler

Gabriel Chaile auf Spanisch interviewen möchte. Ich habe spontan

zugesagt, wohl wissend, wie das enden wird. Denn mit dem Spanischen

ist es bei mir so: Ich habe es in der Schule gelernt und kontinuierlich

gepflegt; ich spreche also Spanisch. Wenn ich dann allerdings ein

Gespräch beginne, merke ich jedes Mal, dass ich es doch nicht spreche.

Wie das? Das liegt daran, dass ich unfähig bin, sowohl gut Italienisch als

auch gut Spanisch zu sprechen. Jeder spanische Satz führt zu einem

Gerangel in meinem Kopf, bei dem die spanische gegen die italienische

Seite kämpft – und verliert.

Doch muss alles immer entweder das eine oder das andere sein? Ist es

nicht vielleicht auch in Ordnung, dass ein Satz sowohl italienisch als

auch spanisch ist – so wie, zum Beispiel, ein Objekt sowohl ein

Kunstwerk als auch ein Ofen sein kann?

Darum ging es nämlich in dem Gespräch, das ich mit Gabriel Chaile

führte. Chaile erschafft Installationen, meist aus einfachen Materialien

wie Ziegeln und Lehm oder aus gefundenen Gegenständen, in einem Fall

waren das sogar Eier. Seine Formensprache orientiert sich an den

Artefakten der präkolumbischen Zeit, an Totems und Talismanen, und

sie ist inspiriert von den Objekten der indigenen Bevölkerung seiner

Heimatregion Tucumán.

Chailes bekannteste Werkreihe ist eine Serie von Lehmgebilden, die

einerseits als eigenständige Kunstwerke ihren skulpturalen Wert haben,

andererseits aber auch einen praktischen Nutzen: Sie sind Öfen. An der

Art Basel Buenos Aires vor zwei Jahren, wo Chaile erstmals einem

grösseren internationalen Publikum bekannt wurde, zeigte er diese

W E I T E R  N A C H  D E R  W E R B U N G
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Ofenskulpturen, und ich kann mich gut an die Empanadas erinnern, die

darin gebacken wurden.

Chaile geht es nicht darum, ein kunsttheoretisches Statement abzugeben

– so wie Marcel Duchamp mit seinen Readymades. Er sieht seine Objekte

als soziale Skulpturen, als Kunst, welche die Gesellschaft reflektiert, aber

vielleicht auch heilt. Dazu gehören die nachhaltigen Materialien, die er

verwendet; dazu gehört aber auch die Funktionalität seiner

Gegenstände. Ein Kunstwerk als wärmender, nährender Ofen, um den

sich die Gemeinschaft versammelt – gibt es ein schöneres Bild für den

Wert der Kunst in Corona-Zeiten?

Gabriel Chaile wird im kommenden Januar bei den Engadin Art Talks zu erleben sein:
engadin-art-talks.ch

Hans Ulrich Obrist ist künstlerischer Direktor der Serpentine Galleries in London.
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!KUNST & ÜBERDIES  KÜNSTLERPORTRÄTS  DIGITALES LEBEN  GEDANKEN ZUR ZEIT  

!ÜBER DARE

GERADE GERN GELESENJa, das Meer ist blau, so blau

07.09.18  Von Nicole Buesing und Heiko Klaas

Die zwölfte Ausgabe der Kunstmesse Art-O-Rama und andere Ausstellungshighlights

laden zur Zeit zum Besuch der Kunstmetropole Marseille und ihrer Umgebung ein
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Pantalacci optimistisch, auch 2019 wieder ein attraktives Ausweichquartier präsentieren zu

können. „Die Veranstaltung hat sich gut etabliert. Die Stadt wird uns helfen, einen guten Ort zu

finden, so dass wir die Kosten für die Aussteller niedrig halten können.“

Stefano Calligaro am Stand der Galerie Sabot, Cluj-Napoca, Foto: Heiko Klaas

Bereits zum wiederholten Mal auf der Art-O-Rama dabei ist die Galerie Sabot aus Cluj-Napoca in

Rumänien. Sie präsentieren eine ganze Wand mit Arbeiten des italienischen Künstlers Stefano

Calligaro, der sich auf selbstironische Art und Weise mit dem Formel-Eins-Rennstall Ferrari

auseinandersetzt. Obwohl weder im Besitz eines Autos, noch eines Führerscheins, gibt sich

Calligaro als großer Fan des Renn-Zirkus zu erkennen. Sein karikaturhaft verfremdetes

Selbstporträt hat er auf kleinformatigen Gemälden frech in das Ferrari-Logo hineinmontiert.

Daneben auf dem Boden präsentiert sind in bester Readymade-Tradition Luxusgegenstände en

miniature aus der ironischen Perspektive eines verarmten Künstlers. Die subversive Installation

führt einen Michelin-Führer, eine kleine Champagnerflasche, einen Spielzeug-Ferrari von

Matchbox, Kaviarimitat und andere vermeintliche Luxusgüter beiläufig zusammen. Sie stammt

von dem in Paris lebenden spanischen Künstler Pepo Salazar, Jahrgang 1972. Sie wird für 3000

Euro angeboten. Weitere Künstler der Galerie zeigt Galeristin Daria D. Pervain als „Sommer-

Basar“ auf einer von der Meeresoberfläche inspirierten, horizontalen Linie nebeneinander

präsentiert. „Auf der Art-O-Rama herrscht immer eine gute Atmosphäre“, sagt Daria D. Pervain

„Es ist leicht, hier mit den Besuchern ins Gespräch zu kommen. Man kann hier gute Kontakte

machen.“

Installation von Pepo Salazar am Stan der Galerie Sabot, Cluj-Napoca, Foto: Heiko
Klaas

Das bestätigt auch Jennifer Chert von der Berliner Galerie ChertLüdde. Sie zeigen den

Argentinier Gabriel Chaile, Jahrgang 1985, der, ausgehend von einem dystopischen Film über

das Aussterben der Arten auf der Erde, surreale Gemälde und Skulpturen zwischen Melancholie

und Komik entwickelt hat. Die einzige überlebende Art stakst etwas ungelenk auf spindeldürren

eisernen Beinen herum, während ihr Körper aus einem Backstein besteht, der von einem

Hühnerei gekrönt ist. Die Gemälde kosten 2.000 Euro (plus MwSt.), die Skulpturen liegen

zwischen 4.000 und 7.500 Euro (plus MwSt.).

Skulpturen von Gabriel Chaile am Stand der Galerie ChertLüdde, Foto: Heiko Klaas
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Conversation with Gabriel Chaile about the process of making the installation "70 
times 7" and the development of the project of the exhibition "Cosas que el ojo no 
vio" (Things the eye did not see)  Colección en diálogos (Collection in dialogues) 
that was inaugurated on July 21, 2018 at the Contemporary Art Museum of La 
Boca.
 
Interview by Paula Carrella for Tres Pinos Foundation. June 2018. 

PC :- Gabriel, How did the work " 70 times 7" occur? 
GC:- It appeared from the sketch of a brick I made. Many of my works have a 
reference to the Bible. Not directly, but it's a book I've read many times and the 
images I use come from there. I was always struck by this text "70 times 7" better 
known when it appears in the New Testament, but it also appears in the Old 
Testament. He relates the anecdote of when Peter meets Christ and asks him how 
many times he has to forgive his brother, if up to seven. 
Christ answers that not up to seven, but up to seventy times seven. What strikes 
me is that in Genesis there is a part where one of Eve's sons, Cain - who is the one 
left alive, who kills Abel - is told that Abel's blood will be avenged. 
"up to seventy times seven." I was struck by the opposite of forgiveness and 
revenge, like a mathematical relationship. I began to investigate and gives 490 
times. 

PC :- Is that the number of times you can forgive? 
GC:- There are many interpretations besides that. For example, what is Christ 
trying to say from that mathematical relationship? There are versions that say that 
Peter raises the number seven as meaning to show that he forgave a lot of times, 
so Christ refutes him with many times more. Other versions say that it is seventy 
elevated to the seventh, which is an infinite number. I like those two versions and 
especially that relationship between conciliation and reconciliation, between 
forgiveness and revenge. Christ speaks of forgiveness in mathematical terms and 
the Bible itself speaks of the opposite - revenge - also in those terms. 

PC :- And how do these concepts materialize in your work? 
GC:- The work is a cube of three meters by three meters. I'm not an expert in 
numerology, but I didn't want it to be two and a half meters. I respect the numbers 
three and seven, I use them a lot, I also use the twelve a lot. I pay attention to 
intuitive questions, to a certain numerology learned from these books that I read. 
The Bible speaks all the time of the twelve apostles, the twelve tribes, the seven 
days, the seven sins, the six days of the week and the seventh day of rest, the six 
as a human number and the seven as a divine number. That relationship I like very 
much and to make this piece what I imagined was a completely formal relationship 
between mathematics, which is a universal language. You can read it in Chinese 
and Spanish. In other words, the piece does not show what I am telling you about 
Pedro, Cristo, Caín, it is rather the trigger that I use and I mix it with other visual 

FUNDACIÓN TRES PINOS
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information that I have, I don't know, Science Fiction, Pop for its visual impact and 
the "imagination of marginalization". 

PC :- At the beginning of this project "la meca" (the mecca) appeared as an idea, 
perhaps as a name. 
GC:- The mecca for it's shape and as a sacred place where people gather and 
venerate. I actually thought that this could be like the situation of a demiurge, like a 
god who has no human form. This has to do with the Pop that i was telling you 
before, that iconic question, of quick recognition, of an effective visual impact, that's 
what I wanted and I saw it in the mecca by its shape as I also see it in a pop star. 

PC :- The museum as a temple... 
GC:- Exactly (laughs). What each brick has is the construction of a number code. 
That's why it has this dots and small signs that are going to be repeated throughout 
the whole piece and are placed symmetrically and mathematically. In fact, when we 
make the design one of the things we talk about is that we have to control the 
mathematics all the time to make the perfect piece, because if we make a mistake 
between the plane and what we are welding we could ruin the piece. All the time it's 
repeated, it's held, you have to take care of the symmetry, the cuts. It also has to do 
with everything learned in the History of Art: when one composes the relation 
figure-background and the golden section, that you see that they are taken from 
nature when you study it. Mathematics is a knowledge that is learned in us from 
nature, because if you crumble anything, everything responds to a numerical code 
of rhythm, repetition. 

PC :- The famous succession of Fibonacci for example. 
GC:- Yes, and it is also completely disobedient. The unpredictable. 

PC :- Which appears in spite of everything, the immeasurable and uncontrollable. 
GC:- Yes, then it seemed to me that the cube is by its weight, its shape and its 
scale presents the abstraction of a sacred situation. If there is something that 
seems to me to be abstract from our world, it is mathematics, because it is talking 
about formulas, numbers and relationships. 

PC :- Apart from your knowledge of religion and your education and artistic training, 
what other sources do you turn to when you're researching and developing a 
project? 
GC:- There is information that I am taking to build projects that is not completely 
erudite. It's not that I study, but what I like to do is establish relationships about 
something. Sometimes it's not even from a specific source because it's data that I'm 
throwing away or that I'm reading around and with which I build relationships and 
generate a new thing. Something I was telling you is that Ramiro (Quesada Pons) 
told me about a series called Gospels in which God is a cube, is abstract. You know 
that in general God is represented in human forms and with a lot of light, this 
caught my attention because it is an abstract figure. Also at the beginning of 



Odyssey in space, the black cube, that black plane that is a mystery, and the film 
ends and is still there. I liked that possibility between mathematics and abstraction, 
and reading and researching about numbers I came to pages like Taringa or Yahoo 
Questions and I saw a phrase by Einstein, which I don't know if it will be real, but it's 
good and says that the deeper you enter into science, the closer you get to God. 
Something I hadn't thought about, because one believes that a scientist is 
completely pragmatic. 

PC :- Let's talk about the relationship between 70 times 7 and the artworks we are 
going to present in the Tres Pinos Collection. This dialogue with two great masters 
of Argentine art: Antonio Berni and León Ferrari. In the case of Berni's work I think, 
on the one hand, of the egg with this idea of the genesis that you mention, also in 
the profession, the bricklayer, the material and the hornero bird as a builder. 
GC:- The relationship between nature and culture, right? What man builds and what 
nature builds, man as part of both. 

PC:- In Ferrari's work, "Rua 1980", the question of housing appears, it is an 
architectural plant. I was thinking here of the question of space, in a dialogue of 
your work with the world of space. What you inhabit and what you don't inhabit. 
GC:- When you showed me the work I first thought of a formal question, there is 
like a situation of repetition, of the module, of something kind of "tetris", of 
something that is attached to the other and that resembles the piece: to order the 
spaces you have to use mathematical codes, to generate an order. I also related it 
to the famous phrase "bird's flight" that the philosopher, thinker, or the artist has. In 
order to see things, they need to elevate themselfs I remember when I studied it in 
university that the relationship was "the flight of a bird" or "the gaze of God" like an 
eye that sees things from above. When I thought about the shape of the piece, 
what I wanted was that when you entered the place you would be impacted by that 
shape, which is all the same everywhere and has the same color and is heavy. Let 
the weight be felt, which is not telgopor. 

PC :- That fact that you can feel that it is a solid piece, a relation with the strength 
that contrasts with this ethereal question that could be thought in the spiritual. 
GC:- Yes, of a suprasensible thing that exceeds us and, at the same time is built by 
our constructions. In this case the brick, an invention of ours that generates a space 
for that abstract thing that has a code that we don't handle. The signs that I put are 
signs of numerical relation: they are repetitions, points that can be added, removed, 
whatever you want. It's there and I don't even understand it because it's something 
I design and leave it there, I don't try to read it. It's a formal situation. 

PC :- You have used the egg in your work with a certain recurrence. What would be 
the point of this structure? 
GC:- What always caught my attention between the brick and the egg is the color 
relationship. The resemblance between the pink egg and the orange brick. Also a 
relation of form, they play as if by opposition: one is an oval and the other a 



rectangle, one is very perfect and the other is rough. In addition there is a modular 
relationship, the potentiality of both. Potentially the brick is a module of a cultural 
construction - like a house or a building - and the egg is a biological module, it's a 
cell what's in there. 

PC :- Both brick and egg work somehow like cells. 
GC:- Yes, because they both build a body. A cultural body or a biological body. 
That's what strikes me. When I did the work for the Braque Prize (2015) I wrote a 
text that spoke of the relationship of a body, of a specific nude. I said to Santiago 
Delfino -responsible for the structural design of the piece- when the work was done,  
that i imagined that the whole metal structure is like the skeleton of something and 
that putting bricks was like putting flesh on it, like generating a body. For this work I 
also think something like that. Maybe there's an egg in the middle so you can look 
at it from the sides. There is also the housing that is intimately related to building, to 
construction. 

PC :- Tell us about your projects for the rest of 2018. 
GC:- Now, in a while, I'm going to Berlin to work and spend a few days in the 
summer (laughs). I'm invited by Chertludde gallery to produce a series of sculptures 
and paintings to go to a fair in Marseille, Art-o Rama. After that I will return to 
Buenos Aires and here in La Boca  inaugurate a sculpture in the context of Art 
Basel Cities. It will be a public and functional sculpture called "Diego", in memory of 
a boy from La Boca and I will also give a talk at Proa Foundation. Then I'm going to 
La Rioja as I was invited to the Pegatina Biennial, where I'm going to show posters 
of fake action films and I'll also give a talk at the University of La Rioja. Then I'm 
going back and start to work in the Art Biennial for Schools "Los Artistas del Pueblo" 
(The Artists from de People), organized by Liliana Maresca School from Villa 
Fiorito, where I'm going to build an oven that will remain in the school as part of the 
dining room. Later, for the "Night of Museums" we are going to make a big 
exhibition as part of a project that I am very anxious because it is completely new, I 
am teacher of the program Art in Neighborhoods in Villa Soldati and I am giving a 
workshop that I call it "engineering of the necessity", it is a concept that I have 
handled in some of my works and now I went to apply it to the cooperative 
"Reciclando Sueños" (Dreams Recycling) and I can notice that they are already 
developing it much more than I. Actaually, because this is a concept that I get by 
observing poverty, I always say that the "engineering of necessity" arises from what 
I have, thinking about what I don't have.

Gabriel Chaile is the first artist invited to participate in the series "Colección en 
diálogos" (Collection in Dialogues)), a series of exhibitions produced by Macro 
Museum in which artists are invited to choose pieces from the Tres Pinos 
Foundation's collection to reflect and think about their own work and experiences. 
"Cosas que el ojo no vio" (Things Eye Didn't See) is the title of this solo exhibition 
conceived in this working context. "70 times 7" is the name of the site-specific 



installation created especially for this interaction: a symbolic structure, large format 
300 x 300 x 300 cm., located in the center of the room. 
In this opportunity Marco Museum exhibits for the first time two works of Argentine 
artists Antonio Berni and León Ferrari, which were selected by Chaile to dialogue 
with the work he made especially for this occasion. 
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